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Award-Winning Translation
Sun Tzu's The Art of War is the most important book on strategy 
ever written. It offers a timeless set of principles that can be applied 
to a wide variety of problems. Though written in the context of 
warfare, its techniques for meeting challenges while minimizing 
conflict are invaluable in today's increasingly competitive world. 

The Art of War was originally written largely as a series of equa-
tions for addressing strategic challenges. Unfortunately, the for-
mulaic nature of the original Chinese does not translate well into 
English. Most translators ignore it completely. The result is that 
the different translations disagree about Sun Tzu’s meaning at key 
points. Worse, many of these translations contain many instances 
in which Sun Tzu seems to contradict himself. 

After thirty years of studying Sun Tzu work in its various 
English translations, I realized that the only way to resolve these 
problems was to return the reader to the ancient Chinese. The 
resulting work, both in concept and design, is something new and 
very different from other translations. 

Even the book’s English title, The Art of War, demonstrates the 
limitations of a plain English translation. In Chinese, the book’s 
name is (bing) (fa). Bing-fa literally means “military skills” 
or “army procedures,” but the single word “strategy” captures its 
meaning best. Our word “strategy” comes from the ancient Greek 
term meaning literally “the thinking of a general.” Sun Tzu’s work 

I n t r o d u c t i o n
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develops the classical principles of strategy that are still practiced 
today. This is why its methods apply so well to a wide range of 
activities, including business, career, and challenges in our per-
sonal lives. 

Sun Tzu’s bing-fa offers a specific strategy for success. Our 
instinctual reactions to threats are “flight” or “fight”—running 
away from challenges or getting into conflicts with people. Bing-fa 
teaches us that both of these reactions are wrong and that instead 
we must concentrate on advancing our position in an organized, 
systematic way. We use each challenge as a stepping-stone to a new 
position, avoiding costly conflicts along the way. These principles 
have a wide variety of specific applications. Our other books in 
the Art of War Plus book series adapt these principles from their 
military terminology to address our modern challenges. 

Most English translations of The Art of War contain five types 
of errors. First, they are usually incomplete, based on fragmentary 
sources used before the compilation of the different traditional 
versions. Next, they often use vague, outdated, stilted, or academic 
language that hides the formulaic nature of Sun Tzu’s work. Third, 
they often mix in the translators’ opinions or explanations with 
what Sun Tzu actually wrote. Next, they often choose the wrong 
meanings for a character, creating inconsistencies and contradic-
tions. Finally, they ignore Sun Tzu’s original structure, breaking the 
text into their own paragraphs and confusing the phrase’s context, 
which is critical to translating ancient Chinese. 

We wanted to avoid these errors and move the English reader 
closer to the work’s original design. We used five unique inno-
vations to accomplish these goals. 

First, our version is based on the 1970 merger of the main Chi-
nese textual traditions into a single source in Taipei in the compi-
lation , (The Complete Version of Sun Tzu’s Art of War) for 
the  (National Defense Research Investigation Office), 
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with a few minor additions based on the 1972 archeological finds 
in Shantung province. Most other recent English translations use 
either the  (Complete Specialist Focus) or the  (Military 
Bible) versions, each of which contains a subset of the complete 
Chinese text but which are combined in the version we used. 

Second, to maintain the formulaic nature of the original work, 
our left-hand pages contain a character-by-character translation 
(called a transliteration) of the ancient Chinese. Though each Chi-
nese character has an array of meanings (shown in our glossary), 
for the sake of readability we offer the one English word that best 
encapsulates the sense of the character in context. 

Third, the facing right-hand pages give a line-by-line trans-
lation of each Chinese phrase into an English sentence. Read 
with the character translation, the English sentence explains one 
basic meaning of the original Chinese formula. This translation 
preserves the relative weight of ideas in the original. One line of 
Chinese converts into exactly one line of English. 

Fourth, for consistency, our translation is built on the premise 
that Sun Tzu was rigorously consistent in his concepts. Other 
translations are full of contradictions arising from carelessly 
translating characters without analyzing the effect on the meaning 
of the text as a whole. In making our translation, we continually 
reexamined each use of a given character to identify its true mean-
ing. When we found a problem, we clarified the translation until 
any possible confusion was eliminated. 

Finally, our translation preserves the format Sun Tzu used to 
organize his work. The chapters provide the general themes. Each 
chapter is divided into five to eight blocks of text, each with its 
own focus. On the page, each text block is identified by a large 
number. These blocks are further divided into stanzas that express 
individual ideas. Each stanza is separated from the previous one 
by a blank line. A stanza begins with a small number indicating its 
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first line’s position in the current block. 
By offering the complete Chinese and English side by side, 

eliminating contradictions, and preserving weight and form, this 
translation comes as close as humanly possible to capturing 
the flavor of Sun Tzu’s work in an English translation. We were 
gratified when it won the Independent Publishers Award for Best 
Multicultural Nonfiction.

In this second edition, we have made a number of improve-
ments. The most obvious is the key topics index in the back of the 
book. However, in continually analyzing Sun Tzu’s text we found a 
few areas where we felt we could improve our translation, and we 
incorporated those changes into this new edition. 

Reading this book is just the first step in using Sun Tzu’s strate-
gic system. To make it easier to use that strategy, we have developed 
two other important books in our Mastering Sun Tzu series. The 
Art of War Plus Its Amazing Secrets: The Keys to Strategy, condenses 
years of study by explaining the hidden meanings in the text and 
illustrating Sun Tzu’s concepts. The Art of War Plus The Warrior Class: 
306 Lessons in Strategy, is a study guide which turns each stanza of 
the book into a lesson on competitive strategy. It is the most com-
plete training manual on Sun Tzu’s system developed in English. 

We also offer a number of adaptations that make Sun Tzu’s 
principles easy to use in the various aspects of your life. In these 
adaptations, we translate the concepts of The Art of War from 
military terminology into the terminology of everyday life. Our 
adaptations are the easiest way to start using Sun Tzu’s system in 
practical ways. There is a growing list of these Art of War Plus books 
for meeting the challenges of career, business, and personal life. 
The back page of this book shows the wide variety of titles. For 
more current information, please visit www.BooksOnStrategy.com. 
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 P l a n 

Sun Tzu said:

War thing,1
Nation ’s big profession also,

Death birth ’s ground,
Life death ’s philosophy,

No can not examine also.

Make experience it by five skills,
Learn it by planning,

And yet demand this situation:
1. Say philosophy,

2. Say heaven,
3. Say ground,
4. Say general,

5. Say methods.

Philosophy thing,
Command people give above similar 

meaning also,
Can give of death,

Can give of life,
And yet no fear danger deceive also.
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C h a p t e r  1 :  A n a l y s i s 

Sun Tzu said:

1This is war.
It is the most important skill in the nation.
It is the basis of life and death.
It is the philosophy of survival or destruction.
You must know it well. 

6Your skill comes from five factors. 

Study these factors when you plan war.

You must insist on knowing your situation.

1. Discuss philosophy.
2. Discuss the climate. 
3. Discuss the ground.
4. Discuss leadership.
5. Discuss military methods.

14It starts with your military philosophy.

Command your people in a way that gives them a higher shared 
purpose.
You can lead them to death. 

You can lead them to life.

They must never fear danger or dishonesty.
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Heaven thing,
North, shady hillside south, sunny hillside,

Cold hot,
Season system also.

Ground thing,
Distant, near,

Dangerous easy,
Wide narrow,

Death birth also.

 General thing,
Intelligence, trust, love, bravery, strict also.

Method thing,
Bend system,

Government official philosophy,
Ruler use also.

All here five thing,
 General not no hear,

Knowledge of one victory,
No knowledge of one no victory.
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19Next, you have the climate.

It can be sunny or overcast.

It can be hot or cold. 

It includes the timing of the seasons. 

23Next is the terrain.

It can be distant or near.

It can be difficult or easy.

It can be open or narrow.
It also determines your life or death. 

28Next is the commander.
He must be smart, trustworthy, caring, brave, and strict. 
 
30Finally, you have your military methods.
They shape your organization.
They come from your management philosophy.
You must master their use. 

34All five of these factors are critical.
As a commander, you must pay attention to them. 
Understanding them brings victory. 

Ignoring them means defeat. 
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Make school by plans,2
And yet demand this situation. 

Says: 
Ruler that has philosophy,

General that has ability,
Heaven ground that obtain,

Method command that moves,
Army crowd that strong,
Officer soldier that train,

Reward penalize that bright,
We by this know victory defeat will be;

General listen our plan,
Uses it must win,

Remain it;
General no listen our plan,

Uses it must defeat,
Remove it.

 
Plan advantage by means of listening,3

Therefore become of situation
By means of assist this outside,

Influence thing,
Reason advantage and system authority also.
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2You must learn through planning.

You must question the situation.

3You must ask:

Which government has the right philosophy? 

Which commander has the skill? 

Which season and place have the advantage?

Which method of command works?

Which group of forces has the strength? 

Which officers and men have the training? 

Which rewards and punishments make sense?

This tells when you will win and when you will lose.  

12Some commanders perform this analysis.
If you use these commanders, you will win. 
Keep them. 
Some commanders ignore this analysis.
If you use these commanders, you will lose. 
Get rid of them. 

3Plan an advantage by listening.
Adjust to the situation. 
Get assistance from the outside.
Influence events.

Then planning can find opportunities and give you control.
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War one,4
Deceive philosophy also.

Make able and yet show of no ability,
Use and yet show no use,
Near and yet show it far,

Distant and yet show it near.

Advantage and yet entice it,
Disorder and yet choose it,

Substantial and yet prepare it,
Strong and yet evade it,

Rage and yet obstruct it,
Low and yet proud it,

Leisure and yet exert it,
Intimate and yet leave it,

Attack this without prepare,
Exit this no intention.

Here army home of victory,
No can first transmit also.
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4Warfare is one thing.
It is a philosophy of deception. 

3When you are ready, you try to appear incapacitated.

When active, you pretend inactivity. 

When you are close to the enemy, you appear distant.
When far away, you pretend you are near. 

7You can have an advantage and still entice an opponent.

You can be disorganized and still be decisive. 

You can be ready and still be preparing. 

You can be strong and still avoid battle. 

You can be angry and still stop yourself. 

You can humble yourself and still be confident. 

You can be relaxed and still be working. 

You can be close to an ally and still part ways. 

You can attack a place without planning to do so. 

You can leave a place without giving away your plan.

17You will find a place where you can win.

You cannot first signal your intentions. 
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Husband not yet battle and yet temple5
 calculate victory one,

Obtain calculate many also;
 Not yet battle and yet temple count no 

victory one,
Obtain calculate little also;

Many calculate victory,
 Little calculate no victory,

And yet situation without calculate ?
We by means of here observe it,

Victory defeat see will.
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5Manage to avoid battle until your organization can count on 
certain victory.

You must calculate many advantages. 
Before you go to battle, your organization's analysis may indicate 
that you might not win. 

You can count few advantages.
Many advantages add up to victory.
Few advantages add up to defeat. 
How can you know your advantages without analyzing them? 
We can see where we are by means of our observations. 
We can foresee our victory or defeat by planning. 
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